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Gemara – (we began near bottom 66B) – continues its detailed discussion of omens and incantations. 

Basic rule of thumb: When a ritual was proven to have something of therapeutic value, that’s an omen and 

permitted. If it has proven no therapeutic value, that would be considered an idolatrous practice.  

How do we best understand the efficacy of these omens?  

1. They draw on hidden powers that we simply do not see.  

2. The thought back then was that these omens and practices had medicinal value.  

Bottom line, these were not superstitions, they were rooted in belief in G-d.  

Gemara –  Bnei malachim/Princes may go out with bells. R’ Oshaya says the tanna of the Mishna is R’ 

Shimon, who maintains ALL Jews are princes and thus would not be fazed by the “specialness” of the bells 

(and potentially remove them to carry on Shabbos). Rava – no, these are sewn in to the clothing, so it could 

be Chachamim (who maintain all Jews are not considered bnei malachim) or R’ Shimon 

Mishna – Lists examples of items one could go out with on Shabbos for purposes of an omen.  

R’ Meir – one may go out with them, as they indeed provide healing. Chachamim - prohibit due to darkei 

Emori, they are used not under the auspices of healing, rather, for magic 

Gemara – Abaye and Rava both concur with R’ Meir, if the item is intended for healing, no concerns of 

darkei Emori.  

Teachings taught before R’ Chiya bar Avin all were indeed darkei Emori except for the following: For a bone 

stuck in throat, place another bone of same type…also fish bone stuck in throat…recite incantation 

More that ARE prohibited: If one says “may Gad show me good fortune” (R’ Yehudah, not only is that 

prohibited but it’s idolatry!) Man and wife switching names at night, “may my barrels be strengthened” (R’ 

Yehudah - not only is that prohibited but it’s idolatry), asking raven to crow or turn tail towards one’s self, 

drinking just a little with hope that just that little will quench his thirst, dancing before young birds, yelling 

at a pot of beans so they cook thoroughly, urinating before the pot so it cooks, etc. -  all are darkei emori.  

What is permitted? One CAN put a handful of salt into a lamp so it burns more brightly or placing clay 

beneath a lamp so it burns more slowly.  

Making a ”l’chaim” to the Rabbis, that is permitted. The gemara recounts a story with Rabbi Akiva who 

made a party and recited L’chaim to both the Rabbanim and their students.  

Inspiration:  

Magid of Mezrich – the greatest sin a Jew commits is that we forget that we are the sons of kings! 

 


